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Cultural hegemony - Wikipedia
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_hegemony
The Marxist intellectual Antonio Gramsci (1891–1937) developed cultural hegemony to explain the social-control structures of society, and said that the working-class intelligentsia must generate a working-class ideology to counter the worldview (cultural hegemony).

Hegemony in Gramsci - Postcolonial Studies
https://scholarblogs.emory.edu/2014/06/20/hegemony-in-gramsci
Jun 20, 2014 · Hegemony “Hegemony” was most likely derived from the Greek egemonia, whose root is egemon, meaning “leader, ruler, often in the sense of a state other than his own” (Williams, Keywords 144). Since the 19th century, “hegemony”...

hegemony | Definition, Theory, & Facts | Britannica
https://www.britannica.com/topic/hegemony
hegemony, Hegemony, the dominance of one group over another, often supported by legitimating norms and ideas. The term hegemony is today often used as shorthand to describe ...

Hegemony - an overview | ScienceDirect Topics
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/social-sciences/hegemony
D.V. Kurtz, in International Encyclopedia of the Social & Behavioral Sciences, 2001 2 Hegemony. Hegemony is the central idea among many by which Antonio Gramsci established a humanistic, neo-Marxist approach to revolutionary change. Instead of subordinating the superstructure of ideas to the force of the economic base, Gramsci empowered the influence of ideas over Marxism...

Antonio Gramsci - Wikipedia
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antonio_Gramsci
Antonio Francesco Gramsci (UK: /ˈɡræmsi/; US: /ˈɡrɑːmsi/; Italian: [anˈtɔːnjo franˈtʃesko ˈɡramʃi] (); 22 January 1891 – 27 April 1937) was an Italian Marxist philosopher, ...

hegemony and counter hegemony marxism
The left must develop class positions independent of establishment ideologies if it is to end the toxic nature of recent debates and successfully challenge oppression, argues John Rees Let’s start

establishment ideological contradictions and the left
At the Sixth Plenary Session of the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) 19th Central Committee, held earlier this month, attendees passed the “Resolution of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of

the liberty times editorial: ‘xi thought’ shows lack of scruples
With all the ludicrous distortion, malicious slander, and brazen hypocrisy the proponents of capitalism and their little fellows spew against Karl Marx, that German political philosopher and Marxist

mr. white man: a knock on the door of an american ambassador
Chapter 1: Introduction [For the original footnotes, see the PDF file.] The capitalist mode of production does not permit a socially efficient allocation of resources. Resource-allocation is

chapter 1: introduction
Your issue discussing the Marx-Bakunin dispute complains that anarchists merely He’s just kidding himself if he seriously believes that the ruling class won’t react "to threats to its hegemony by

letters to the red menace #4
As developed by Chantal Mouffe and Ernesto Laclau in their landmark ‘Hegemony and Socialist Strategy must aim beyond the traditional Marxist capitalist-proletariat dichotomy and help

progressive politics in latin america needs a green democratic revolution
But when all his financial appeals were refused, Marx looked around for other means any one who didn’t want to “lump” American hegemony. Commies could not be tolerated in the world

beacon on the hill or the heart and soul of darkness?
Moreover, the ascendance of free-market capitalism proved capable of battering down even Chinese walls (indeed, as Marx said it would Japanese technological hegemony. Crucial to this process

cold war structures and tectonic shifts
With the salvoes of Russia’s October Revolution in 1917, Marxism-Leninism was brought and made the promise that China would never seek hegemony, earning respect and acclaim from the

full text: resolution of the cpc central committee on the major achievements and historical experience of the party over the past century
In a lengthy programmatic resolution written by Michael Banda, the WRP’s fundamental revisions of Marxism and Trotsky in the Hegemony/ And Counter Hegemony Marxism Capitalism And Their Relation To Sexism Racism Nationalism And Authoritarianism
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struggle to establish its hegemony in the anti-imperialist

**perspectives of the fourth congress of the wrp (march 1979)**
Author-politicians Shashi Tharoor, Pavan K Varma and now Salman Khurshid are taking refuge in this Hinduism-Hindutva debate. But Modi used ‘Hindutva’ just once since 2014.

**‘yes to hinduism, no to hindutva’ is lazy liberal response, and 3 decades late**
Hindutva subverts accommodative and porous aspects of Hinduism by strengthening its discriminatory aspects. It seeks not transformation but to establish a Brahmanical social order.

**is hindutva a duplicate of hinduism or its polar opposite?**
In our technologically saturated world, the cultural value of sf is that it navigates between providing the language to articulate “the current global hegemony of science with the particular”

**the productive convergence of sf criticism and critical theory**
In retrospect, I truly came into my own at Columbia, but my great awakening was not in response to what I was being taught, but rather in the process of forging counter arguments against it.

**a conversation with mom about america**
So with the first real signs of buyers’ remorse among Boris Johnson’s voters, and even his own MPs, Labour’s spads and spinners need to get the maths right at last. They have long failed in this prime

**why labour does not need london to win back power**
Few would be willing to fight a war to gain this end, but most will resent and oppose any activity by outside powers that they believe undermines Russia’s hegemony over the areas hardly mention

**dealing with a russia in turmoil**
However, following the triumph of PiS at the Polish elections in October 2015 this counter-position became untenable Symbols and Symbolic Political Sacrality 20. Nationalism and Hegemony: Symbolic

**twenty-five sides of a post-communist mafia state**
Nearly three months after the much-publicised visit of the vice-president of the Compact Operations of Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) Fatema Z Sumar and her team to Kathmandu, the pact’s fate

**diplomatic dilemmas of the hybrid regime**
Put simply, we want to explore politics beyond the hegemony of the word. We begin with space and Does the anti-colonial perspective provide a convincing counter-narrative of the emergence and

**the new school for social research**
As developed by Chantal Mouffe and Ernesto Laclau in their landmark ‘Hegemony and Socialist Strategy’, populism Progressive political leadership must aim beyond the traditional Marxist

**latin america needs a progressive green democratic revolution**
Like others on the left (especially in France), Badiou identifies neoliberalism with the swaggering hegemony of the United is as incisive (and as old) as Marx’s. His repudiation of the

**ethics: an essay on the understanding of evil**
THE fifth death anniversary of Fidel Castro was observed by the National Committee for Solidarity with Cuba and All India Peace and Solidarity Organisation, on November 16 at HKS Surjeet Bhavan, in

**fifth death anniversary of fidel castro: solidarity with cuba**
To confront this enormous “ship” of internet censorship, Xiao Qiang, adjunct professor at the University of California Berkeley's School of Information and head of the Counter-Power Lab

**interview with xiao qiang, editor-in-chief of china digital times**
A: First of all, let us stress what should be self-evident: shared Marxist and anti-capitalist convictions it is necessary to tackle the vital need to build a “counter-hegemony” against all the

**the strategic debates of the european left - from recommons europe to the pandemic**
This propagation that Ganga Jamuni tehzeeb is a myth is being spread parallel to the social and political hegemony of sectarian nationalism. This narration whitewashes the presence of Hindu

**is ganga jamuni tehjeeb a hoax?**
A: First of all, let us stress what should be self-evident: shared Marxist and anti-capitalist convictions it is necessary to tackle the vital need to build a “counter-hegemony” against all the

**the strategic debates of the european left - from recommons europe to the pandemic**
Thankfully most people describe Ortega as a “former Marxist”; pity nobody does history the favour There was political integration within
the bloc, albeit under Soviet hegemony and the bloc enjoyed

**socialism's blight: power-crazed 'leftist' rulers**
Sometimes, people engaged in politics actively refuse to speak for anyone but themselves. These unrepresentative claims multiply in social movements in times of crisis. During the French Yellow Vest

**unrepresentative claims: speaking for oneself in a social movement**
Brophy’s book does not suggest placating China or reinforcing US regional hegemony. As both an academic specializing that Australian security laws now serve more as a model than a counter-example

**australia is lobbying for a new cold war between china and america**
It can also be ‘analytic’, evident in Analytical Marxism and analytic strands of critical race theory. What brings these various approaches together is a focus on emancipation through recovering the

**radical islam in the western academy**
US imperialism is determined to use all means, including military ones, to counter the threat to its global hegemony posed by China’s economic rise. Biden exploited the East Asian Summit to

**biden again lashes out against china over taiwan**
We position different forms of Arctic filmmaking not typically placed in dialogue, whose interrelations are overlooked to uncover a counter-history that reveals the Soviet ‘civilizing mission’ in

**films on ice: cinemas of the arctic**
For Banks, this is a key aspect of what he calls Hawkwind’s radical escapism: they offered not just a counter-culture but a counter-reality against the conventional revolutionary ideas of the

**tome on the range**
The cultural unity that Curtius celebrates is challenged by intellectual segregationists eager to champion relativism and to attack what they see as the “hegemony” of Eurocentrism in art, literature,

**experiments against reality**
RACHEL HOLMES has already written about some remarkable women including Eleanor Marx. This biography of Sylvia Pankhurst establishing the People’s Russian Information Bureau to counter the

**sylvia pankhurst’s revolutionary life**
Glenn Greenwald notes two cases that cut against the Left’s narrative of the Rittenhouse case and that, of course, haven’t gotten any significant air-time: On the same day as the Rittenhouse
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